KIBANGO™
Serial Number Management Solution

KIBANGO is a banknote serial number management solution that provides you with a powerful
analytical tool to ensure serial number data is gathered and presented in a usable form to drive
informed decision making and reporting. That data is used for detailed banknote investigations,
such as tracking banknote movements or classifying suspect banknotes.

KIBANGO – Serial Number Management Solution
Glory’s KIBANGO serial number
management solution enables banknote
serial numbers to be read automatically
when processed on a Glory device, via
Optical Character Recognition (OCR).
By recording banknote serial numbers,
the collected data can be searched and
analysed to assist in detailed banknote
investigations that are becoming more
frequent and routine, such as tracking
banknote movements or classifying
suspect banknotes.

KIBANGO displays key information regarding processed banknotes

KIBANGO can display detailed information for specific banknotes,
including when and where it was processed

KIBANGO offers various search criteria for data interrogation

Serial numbers of ‘hot listed’ banknotes can be registered into the
software for comparison purposes

The need to utilise banknote serial numbers
for advanced analysis is ever-increasing, law
enforcement agencies and bankers seek more
transparency in the cash cycle. The hardware
technology to read the serial numbers has
brought this capability to a mass market, but a
powerful analytical tool, such as KIBANGO, can
ensure this data is gathered and presented in a
usable form, to drive informed decision making
and reporting.
*Serial number reading does not impact sorting speeds
or existing detection capabilities.

Glory offers a wide range of serial number recognition solutions to achieve high levels of authentication, even on
worn or soiled banknotes.
Retailers can search
the cloud for hotlists of
known serial numbers
in their back office
Retailer

Bank Branch

Note Counter

Tellers can easily verify and
check serial numbers of
banknotes issued by ATMs in
their branch against the list
provided by KIBANGO

A hotlist can be hosted online
or downloaded to KIBANGO

Central Bank /
Police counterfeit
analysis

Serial number of known or
suspected counterfeit banknotes
are added to a hotlist

Cash Centre

FR4572659134
FO9511124822
VT8836046562
KI7829710083
UA1321016811
DF9714683276
SR1074692184
NX0511884827
HL9916248560
PY8520324081
ZP7480036219
TD0682674057
RA7369206843
ER0344912872
MS9004576156

The sorter processes ATM fit notes that
are placed into ATM cassettes.
KIBANGO records each note’s serial
number and compiles a list that is sent
to the bank branch with the cassettes

ATM
2D barcode containing
the serial numbers of
up to 2000 banknotes

ATM cassettes
with 2D barcode

KIBANGO generates a
2D barcode containing
the serial numbers of
up to 2000 banknotes
Note Sorter

Note Recycler

Glory’s KIBANGO serial number management solution enables banknote serial numbers to be read automatically
when processed on your Glory device, via Optical Character Recognition (OCR).
Track, trace and analyse banknote movements and circulation
Identifying banknotes from hotlists
Known or suspected counterfeit banknotes are registered in the hotlist which
is downloaded to KIBANGO or checked online automatically. Any subsequent
banknotes found with the same number can be identified by the sorter or
counter and traced back to the depositor.
Composite note detection using serial number comparison
The sorter can be programmed to reject a banknote if the two serial numbers on
a single banknote do not match, as mis-matched serial numbers may indicate a
composite counterfeit.

Minimum requirement (Server/Client)
Resolution
1024 × 768
Processor
1 GHz
Memory
4 GB
Storage
256 GB
This product is not for sale in the US or Canadian market. Specifications are subject to change without notice. Please
read the instruction manual carefully to ensure correct equipment usage. All figures, capacities and speeds quoted in this
brochure are as tested by GLORY LTD. They may vary depending on usage conditions and are not guaranteed.

Circulation trials
Central Banks can save significant amounts of money by reducing the number
of notes unnecessarily destroyed, by analysing their banknote data in order
to better understand the durability of banknote features and substrates on a
regional level.
ATM note tracking
Each banknote that is withdrawn from an ATM can be traced, therefore
allowing commercial banks to be confident that only genuine banknotes
are dispensed.

Related solutions...
UW-F SERIES

GFS-220 WITH OPTIONAL SHUTTER

USF-200

High-performance banknote
sorters for more efficient
cash processing.

A shutter over the main stacker pocket
protects operators from emitted dust when
poor condition notes are being processed.

An ideal solution to provide 2-way fitness
sorting with unprecedented usability and
remarkable processing speeds.
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